THE PURPOSE OF THIS PLAN IS TO:
1. PROVIDE FOR THE LOCATION AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE HOTEL, RESTAURANT, OFFICE BUILDING AND APARTMENT BUILDING.
2. PROVIDE FOR THE LOCATION AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE PARKING GARAGE AND THE HOTEL CHECK-IN AND DROP-OFF AREAS.
3. PROVIDE FOR THE LOCATION AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE HOTEL, RESTAURANT AND OFFICE BUILDING.
4. PROVIDE FOR THE LOCATION AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE APARTMENT BUILDING.
5. PROVIDE FOR THE LOCATION AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE SITE PLAN APPROVAL DATA.

SITE PLAN APPROVAL
SPECIAL USE PERMIT AND MAJOR SUBDIVISION PLAN
FOR
GREEN MANSION
NEWARK, DE 19711

CERTIFICATION OF PLAN APPROVAL
PREPARED FOR:
JMM ENGINEERS ● PLANNERS ● SURVEYORS
Karin and Associates

CHECKED BY:
JMM ENGINEERS ● PLANNERS ● SURVEYORS
Karin and Associates

APPROVED BY:
JMM ENGINEERS ● PLANNERS ● SURVEYORS
Karin and Associates

 certification of plan approval
preparation of plan submission
site plan approval data
special use permit and major subdivision plan
for
Green Mansion
Newark, DE 19711
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